
This weekâ€™s featured exhibitions:SÃ³nia Almeida, Magnus Frederik Clausen at TÃ¸rreloftCarlos Reyes at WaldoSandra Mujinga at VleeshalAmanda Williams at Rhona HoffmanSean Townley at Kristina KiteSergej
Jensen at Galerie NeuNina Manobra at Jir SandelJune Clark at Daniel FariaVladimÃr Kokolia at FUTURALucia Love at JDJCaroline Mesquita at Centre d&#8217;art Contemporain PasserelleCaroline Mesquita at
PIVÃ”Otobong Nkanga at Gropius BauHave an exellent week.The post Week in Review: December 13, 2020 first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Otobong NkangaVenue:Â Gropius Bau, BerlinExhibition
Title:Â Thereâ€™s No Such Thing as Solid GroundDate: July 10 â€“ December 13, 2020Curated By: Stephanie Rosenthal and Clara MeisterClick here to view slideshowï»¿Full gallery of images, press release and link
available after the jump.Images:Video:ï»¿Otobong Nkanga, Solid Manoeuvres, 2020, performance, 27:52Images courtesy of Gropius Bau, BerlinPress Release:The complex and shifting relationship between humans,
land, and corresponding structures of repair is a central premise of Otobong Nkangaâ€™s exhibition at the Gropius Bau titled Thereâ€™s No Such Thing as Solid Ground. Addressing global systems of exploitation and
extraction, her work turns a poetic and critical eye toward the circulation of people, !ora and fauna as well as natural resources, especially minerals.Nkanga understands the notion of â€˜landâ€™ as a geological and
discursive formation that extends beyond soil, mapped territories and earth. It is a terrain on which ecological, economic, political and social forces are caught up in rhythms of conflict and negotiation. A place, where we
as humans struggle to find solutions through gestures of innovation, redistribution and cohabitation. Based on intensive research and the weaving together of mediums, including installation, performance, drawing, poetry
and storytelling, Nkangaâ€™s work spans the temporality of colonial regimes and the global networks operative â€˜beneath the surfaceâ€™ and acting on living bodies. Thereâ€™s No Such Thing as Solid Ground
presents a series of durational installations and performance works, alongside a new wall drawing and multi-channel sound piece.The exhibitionâ€™s first room will house the continuously evolving installation Taste of a
Stone (2010-2020) â€“ an indoor garden staged specifically for this historical gallery. The landscape of gravel and boulders appears serene yet also correlates stones and bones with legacies of forced labour, geological
finds and pulverised earthly matter. It will also serve as the gathering place for a series of lectures, workshops and social encounters.Activated daily throughout the show Diaspore (2014/2020) is a performance-installation
led by women of African heritage carrying potted Cestrum nocturnum (night blooming jasmine) traversing lines of ancestry, oral memory, indexing rootedness and abandonment, while tuning into the powerful self avowal
of black being everywhere.For this exhibition Nkanga recomposes the multi-channel sound work Wetin You Go Do? Oya Na (2020) as a site responsive installation arranging the sculpted forms as counterweights
addressing power structures and fragile balance during times of dispossession and anxiety. Through polyphonic tones, echoes, chants, and utterances in English and Nigerian pidgin by the artist herself, this installation
acts as an acoustic chamber emphasising notations of submission, rebellion and resilience.Nkangaâ€™s projects cut through the smokescreen of discourse and ideology in considering how to manifest restorative care
and accountability that goes â€˜beyond humanâ€™ registers â€“ attending to rapid exhaustion of the planet as the rising cost of algorithmic capitalism. The artist notes, â€œIn Yoruba or Igbo philosophies, for example,
you cannot think, exist and be in the space of this world without considering the air, the wind, without considering the tree, without considering the seasons.â€• Manifest of Strains (2018) charts the metabolism of
environmental justice, collective rage and technological desire through an installation that harvests the elements: fire, water and air. Through an exchange of energies this mechanistic system denotes periods of latency,
corrosion and eruption. Moreover, it visualizes structural oppression and the collective psyche when various parts of society arrive to a boiling point during riots, occupation and revolution.Otobong Nkangaâ€™s
multivalent approach to organic materiality, human affect and language resonates with the themes explored in the Gropius Bau exhibition programme: land, care, the Anthropocene, boundaries, global resources, trauma
and their intrinsic relation to the body. Her 2019 artist residency helped to formulate the idea of care and repair, a central theme for the institutionâ€™s programme.During Otobong Nkanga&#8217;s residency she
engaged with visitors as part of her multi-site project Carved to Flow, that was initiated as part of documenta 14 (2017). The transmission of knowledge through conversation, horizontal learning, poesis and bodies in !ow
are key aspects of this platform for research, communal production and connection. Throughout the exhibition, a workshop on the ground floor will house this ongoing project. Carved to Flow is designed as a support
structure inspired from African architecture. It involves the circulation of materials and, by extension, bodies, as part of a process that revolves around the making and distribution of O8 Black Stone soap. The soap blends
nourishing oils and butters from Africa, the Middle East and the Mediterranean basin â€“ sites of waterborne migration routes â€“ fused with charcoal, the remnant of organic matter that is carbonised in the absence of
oxygen. It contrasts the regionsâ€™ fecundity with the charred aftermath of crisis, destruction, extraction or mismanagement: states that leave peoples and environments physically gasping for air.Carved to Flow is
conceived as fluid and evolving, replacing economies of extraction and displacement with a system of transference, where what is removed is replaced or repaid in some form. Currently the proceeds from the sale of the
O8 Black Stone soap fund the Akwa Ibom Athens art space in Greece and the Carved to Flow Foundation in Nigeria, two hubs for art and archiving local knowledge. Thereâ€™s No Such Thing as Solid Ground highlights
poetry and drawing as world building exercises and as fundamental pathways in Otobong Nkangaâ€™s collaborative and physically demanding process. Eventually, her exhibition cultivates a dramaturgy that lends
visibility to emotional intelligence, circular time and topographies of healing.Stephanie Rosenthal, Director of the Gropius Bau, states: â€œMany of the artists we will work with over the coming years are deeply concerned
with themes of care and repair, refecting our time of ecological crisis and social turbulence. The Gropius Bau has its own troubled history. During the buildingâ€™s renovation after the war, the marks of damage were not
covered over but deliberately left visible, a reminder of the need to acknowledge trauma and find ways to look to the future.â€• The location of the Gropius Bau lends further poignancy to Otobong Nkanga&#8217;s work. It
raises questions of global urgency: our relationship to land, the question of who belongs where and how boundaries can and should be defined. The exhibition is curated by Stephanie Rosenthal with Clara Meister.Link:
Otobong Nkanga at Gropius BauThe post Otobong Nkanga at Gropius Bau first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Caroline MesquitaVenue:Â PIVÃ”, SÃ£o PauloExhibition Title:Â In VivoDate: October 22 â€“
December 19, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of the artist and PIVÃ”, SÃ£o Paulo. Photos by Everton Ballardin.Press
Release:Caroline Mesquita (born in Brittany, France) has been developing a multimedia practice, mixing large-scale sculptures and installations with video and sound, since finishing her studies at the Ecole Nationale de
Beaux-Arts in Paris. Pool tables, motorcycles, engines and drums form her first sculptures, which she manufactured herself by roughly handling heavy metals and ornamenting surfaces with different patterns and shades
of oxidation. In 2015, she began to roll brass plates into playful spirals that mimic life-size human figures. The rolled metal resembles the elegant skirt of a lady, a hat or an arm angrily raised. After 123 Soleil (2015) â€•a
large arrangement with almost twelve figuresâ€•was presented at an art fair in Berlin, her gallery decided to store the figures in smaller groups. Mesquita was intrigued by the narratives that emanated from the intimate
groups of two or three characters, in comparison with the monumentality of the whole group.Â This was when she had the idea to animate her sculptures through film by using stop-motion, a technique both simple and
powerfully expressive. In one of her first videos, Pink Everywhere (2016) she is the protagonist; the creator â€œpossessedâ€• by her creation. Later, she incorporated other actors, who often played several characters at
once, suggesting â€œthe versatility of identity and fateâ€•, she explains. The fictional backgrounds are always conjured by mysterious catastrophes that send their human protagonists to sleep or die: an enchanted house
(The Visitors, 2017), a machine room on fire (The Machine Room, 2018), and a plane crash (The Ballad, 2017). The sculptures eagerly seek interaction with the charactersâ€™ unconscious flesh, healing wounds or
inversely causing stains of red paint that mark their silent juvenile faces. The pleasure of cheap special effects that achieve the maximum level of spectacle. Suddenly, the stories become pretexts for building ever more
complex sculptural environmentsâ€•or, in fact, precisely the contrary: the growing pleasure of building ever more complex â€œobjectsâ€• inspires Mesquita to create increasingly surrealist tales. The stop-motion gives the
films a MeliÃ¨sque touch, but they are also inspired by 1970sâ€™ Polish avant-garde cartoons, among other sources of inspiration.Â In order to test the scale and overall structure of her installations, Mesquita began to
make life-size paper and cardboard models in her studio. At the same time, building her spiral characters led her to further investigate the real structure of the human body, in particular the bones. These reflections
culminated in Astray (2018-19), a two-year-long project that narrates the rebirth of forgotten bones discovered in the gallery, which are brought to life through the simple gesture of being watered. Here, human performers
are awake and alive; their interactions with a series of cardboard animals are playful and vigorous.Â With In Vivo, the video installation presented at PivÃ´ in her first exhibition in Brazil, Mesquita expands on the
manipulation of cardboard and paper, materials which differ from metal for their rougher aspect and the way they leave more room for the fragile and the ephemeral. In this oneiric exploration of the inside of the body,
once again micro-dramas flirt with the burlesque, as human body parts and DIY worlds dissolve into one another. Humans are no longer lifeless, nor do they simply coexist with the sculptures. Insteadâ€•as suggested by
the first scene where a surgeonâ€™s hands, painted in white, dive greedily in the entrails of the butchered patient who lends their belly to the artist&#8217;s experimentâ€•humans are finally ready to merge with the
sculptural. Throughout the film, body parts play peek-a-boo with reconstructed cells, viruses, platelets and gametes, confusing our perception of scale, texture and function. Snuggled inside the cell-like structures and
nestled in the Copan building like bacteria in the guts of a giant body, viewers are immersed in the loud sound that replicates what happens in the silence of their own organisms. Here, Caroline Mesquitaâ€™s intention is
to make us aware of the details, geometries, sounds, and pulsations that irrigate the living. During the production phase, she was marvelled at the idea that she was â€œsculpting herself inside outâ€•. Thinking of art as a
way to sensitively connect with our environment, In Vivo proposes a kind of meditation on our human condition, affirming the need to understand the world through the mutual organic processes that make up our shared
realities.Â DorothÃ©e DupuisLink: Caroline Mesquita at PIVÃ”The post Caroline Mesquita at PIVÃ” first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Caroline MesquitaVenue:Â Centre d&#8217;art Contemporain
Passerelle, BrestExhibition Title:Â Le festinDate: October 16, 2020 â€“ January 16, 2021Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of
Centre d&#8217;art Contemporain Passerelle, BrestPress Rel
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